PEMBROKE TUTORS
GABRIEL
I first started tutoring in Oxford whilst studying for my degree in Modern Languages and
rapidly expanded a network of tutees in the area. Since graduating, I have enjoyed
committing more of my time to teaching one-on-one, which I balance alongside other
interests. I find tutoring intellectually stimulating and incredibly fulfilling. As a teacher, I am
fortunate enough to see the direct benefits of my work and I take pride in witnessing my
students’ progress and fulfil their academic goals. I try to instill in my students a love of
learning and take a highly personalised approach to tutoring, tailoring my style to each
individual.
EDUCATION
St Catherine’s College, University of Oxford 2012-2016
•
•
•

BA Modern Languages (French and Italian): First Class
Preliminary examinations: Distinction
Spent a semester at the University of Siena on the Erasmus programme

Winchester College 2006-2011
•

•
•

Cambridge Pre-U:
o French – D1
o English – D1
o History – D2
AS level: Classics – A
GCSE: 10 A* (English, Maths, Italian, French, ICT, Chemistry, Physics, Biology,
Latin, Greek)

LANGUAGES
English – native
proficiency

French – full professional proficiency

Italian – full professional

TEACHING PROFILE
I have offered tuition services for the last 5 years and have significant experience in the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Tests: ISEB Common Pre-Tests; Other Pre-Tests; Interview Preparation
11 / 13+: Latin; French; English; Maths
GCSE: English, Maths, Italian, French, Greek, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Latin
AS levels: Classics; French; English; History
A Levels: French; English; History
Oxbridge interview preparation
Adult learners: English and French
School entry: successfully coached students into, inter alia, Winchester College and
Tonbridge School

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY
Yndica, Retail Tech start-up
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COO | Joined a retail tech startup as a director and launched product onto the market - a
retail Pod allowing customers to purchase from featured brands inside instantly via
smartphone. Managed client relations and won the first clients for the company. Led pitches
to seed-round investors.
Maupard Fiduciaire, Accounting Firm in Paris
Business Developer | Developed the company’s client base, winning clients constituting
around a 5% rise in company turnover. Interpreted in meetings involving company CEOs
and performed a range of translation tasks. Coordinated with non-French speaking clients
and French third party service providers such as insurance brokers and lawyers.
Benchmarked major service prices against market competitors. Developed company's
relationship with an American commercial forum.
Teaching
Assistant Master for the Cothill Educational Trust | Pastoral care and sports coaching for
children from ages 11-13 at the Château de Sauveterre school in Lombez, France. Provided
language assistance during excursions and assisting teachers. Provided additional
classroom teaching, particularly for children who struggled with usual classes and required
extra tuition. I have also tutored privately for several years at various age and ability levels.
AWARDS
•
•
•
•
•

College scholarship award at St Catherine’s College
Winner of the Cecil Roth Memorial essay prize and the Junior Paget Toynbee prize
examination 2016 – Oxford Modern Languages
C1 level Italian certificate from the university of Camerino
Academic Exhibition at Winchester College
Winner of the Winchester College French prize and participated in the EU translation
prize

INTERESTS
I love sport, particularly football. I read widely, particularly in the languages I studied. When I
get the chance, I enjoy travelling and immersing myself in different cultures.
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